Building a Toad
I was given a Frogmore Confederacy kit of an AA3 Toad as a Christmas present this year,
the kit itself struck me as a fairly good, however the instructions left a little to be desired. I
therefore thought I would document my build in case it was of any use to others building
one of the family of very similar kits. There are two variants of the AA3 Toad in the
Frogmore range, wooden veranda or steel. An AA3 Road Van, an AA13 Toad and an AA6
Permanent Way Van. All of these share the same basic construction technique, so
hopefully these notes may be of use in building any of them.

Body shell
The main body shell is a single fold up etch, great care needs to be taken with this folding
process and some thought needs to go into the order of the folds as it is easy to get to a
point in which you can not get your favourite tool in to ensure the fold as in the right
place.
The doors on the veranda fold back on themselves to give
detail on both the inner and outer surfaces. I did these
early on as it is easier to solder them this way. I use a
resistance soldering iron; tin one side, fold them over and
use the RSU to laminate the result. Once done you can fold
the latch down onto the inside surface of the door.
A number of
the fold lines are not etched as half etch
lines, mostly because the sides are already
half etched to allow for surface detail.
Instead they have a series of holes to aid
the folding process, this does make it hard
to get a straight fold and using some form of
tool such as a hold-and-fold really helps. On
the veranda end the uprights for the roof
support do have half etched lines which be
used to get the fold in the right position both
for the angled section support and the veranda sides which have holes etched.
The position of the fold on the non-veranda end, between the end and the floor, is crucial,
I folded mine until it was square and discovered the sides overhung the end by a small
amount. This had to be filed from the ends to make the end strapping overlay fit. I
suspect I might have avoided the filing if I made sure the bend was at exactly the right
point. There is a little leeway given by the thickness of the half etch line for the fold. The
other side eﬀect of this is that the holes for the handrails are very close to the corner rivet
strip overlay.
Once all the folds were done the non-veranda end was soldering in place and the
representation of the steel sides of the veranda soldered to the floor, all the time making
sure the end was square to the floor. The veranda end is slightly delicate as it is entirely
half etched, care needs to be take when handling this end of the model, especially the
hoop that supports the roof. Adding the capping strip makes it more robust, but does
make it hard to install the veranda floor, I would recommend delaying this for as long as
you can, certainly you need to put the end overlay and angle irons in place first.

The sole bars are relatively easily installed, fold the bottom section out to form an L shape
and insert the tabs int the floor, folding the tabs from inside to support it and then seem
the joint on the underside with the floor. Again the sole bar is half etched and easily
deformed when building up the model. I added the two steps below the veranda doors
before attaching the sole bars, but I don’t think this was really necessary.
The kit makes extensive use of overlays,
positioning of these is crucial. On the sides of the
enclosed area there are steel plate overlays at the
bottom, then are is another layer of rivet strip
overlays and finally the angle iron goes in at right
angles. The angle irons can be used as a way to
align all these overlays, but it does require that you
solder them all at once. Also, the long, lower side
overlays can move up and down slightly on the
tabs from the angle irons, it is worth also making
sure the handrail holes in the overlays match those
in the main body shell.
The tabs of the angle iron are long and have half
etched lines that can be folded over once inserted
and used to hold the various layers together before
soldering. Again I made use of the RSU, tinning the
overlays before assembling them, with plenty of
flux between the layers. When I was happy with the
alignment I used the RSU to initially tack them in
place before finally attaching them along the full
length of the sides. The tabs of the angle irons
were then soldered from the inside with an ordinary
soldering iron.
I attached the end overlays in much the same was as the sides, noting that I had to file
down the sides slightly to allow the end overlay to sit flat against the body shell. I initially
used the angle irons to secure the veranda end overlay in place, however I discovered a
little too late the this meant the buﬀer holes did not line
up on the two etches and the overlay was not central. It
appears that the slots in the main body shell are slightly
out of alignment. I therefore had to remove the end
overly, widen the slots and reassemble with the buﬀer
holes lining up. Sadly this meant the end was not as
neat as I would have liked and required more cleaning
up work to be done. The opposite end also had the
same problem, but being forewarned I spotted it before
solder was applied and was able to do a neater job.
The veranda floor assembly was next, a simple fold
up creates the floor and the sandbox at the rear. The
tops of the sand boxes are folded into a box space
we a rounded top. This is slightly tricky to do and
resulted in visible seams which needed to be filled
with soldered and filed. Sand box lids are then added
and the operating lever. Before fitting the floor it is
worth adding the rear lamp iron as afterwards it is not

possible to access the back of it to solder it in place. Once the floor was in place I
soldered the top rail around the veranda which stiﬀened the structure considerably. I just
used a standard iron from the inside, holding the model upside down so that gravity
would allow the solder to flow down and into the joint. Be sure to use a generous amount
of flux to aid in the flow of solder.
Once the veranda floor is in place the partition can be added that forms the wall of the
enclosed part of the van. The etched river overlay is simply folded over and soldered,
once again I used the RSU to do this. Once it is soldered up file the bottom end flush
such that the partition will sit on the veranda floor. Then the partition can be soldered in
place, making sure it lines up with the van sides such that when the overlay is added with
the lamp iron there will be no gaps.
A few more rivet strip overlays around the veranda, and the corners and most of the major
bodywork was done. I decided to leave the handrails till last as I was concerned that too
much handling would deform them. Also the steps were left until after it was sitting on its
wheels.

W-iron, Wheels & Brakes
The wheels fit in a fairly conventional way in a pair of folded up W-iron that can either be
fixed to tabs on the floor or make to rock. I opted for one rocking W-iron and one fixed.
These where folded and solder together with pin point bearings inserted and some Alan
Gibson 8 spoke wheels. On the rocking set of W-irons I removed the tabs that result from
bending to allow it to rock.
The next step was to add the brake gear, here I found another
issue. The instructions called for the brake shoes to be folded
and laminated together. No matter how I tried I could not work
out how to fold them such that the two etched detail sides were
visible. The picture shows the two brake etches, with alternate
sides of the etch on view.
I therefore decide to cut the etch rather than try to fold it and
laminate the two parts back together. Before cutting the shoe oﬀ
the rest of the etch I tinned the blank side as it was easier to hold
whilst still attached to the other shoe. I carefully lined the two
halves up, ensuring the hole was aligned and used the RSU to
laminate the shoe to the other half. Before attaching the brakes
to the wheel cradle it is worth making sure the holes in the brake
shoes that take the cross rodding are clear of solder. It is a lot easier to clear these on the
bench than when they are soldered in place. I had
to ream mine slightly to be able to fit the cross
rodding.
These are then soldered into the slots on the wheel
craddle, in my case using the inner of the two slots
as I was building an OO version. Sadly they were
not a great alignment with the wheels and will need
a little tweak. I added the brake cross rodding by
springing apart the brake shoes.
The cross rods are a single etch for both sides, the
connection between them must be twisted such
that the right distance is maintained between the

cross rods and the right angled connecting rod clears the axle of the wheel set.
This is a somewhat awkward process and puts the brakes further out of alignment. I will
revisit the alignment once all the parts are in place and these are not being handled as
much.
It is important to check the free running of the wheel set at each stage as it is very easy to
deform the W-iron and cause problems. The rodding arrangement also means the wheels
can not easily be removed. Rather than solder these rods in place I have left them as a
spring fit so that I can later remove them and the wheels if I need to.
The instructions then said to add the brake guards. This caused me an issue as I had no
idea which etches these were, there is no
diagram of the etch or labels on the etch.
However there were eight components on the
etch that I had failed to identify. After searching
for a good picture of the brakes of an AA3 I
decided the components pictured here were
the guards and had a reasonable idea of how
to fold them. Note these come as handed pairs
on the etch, one for each side for the wheel
cradle.
There is a half etched line at the base, near the tab which fit into the W-iron cradle. Also
three dots are etched, I had thought these might be rivets to be punched, but later
decided the it was an indication of where to fold the brake guards.
After folding I ended up with a U shaped guard that
could be inserted around the cross rodded and fed
into the W-iron cradle. This was a slightly tricky
operation, to get into place. Once in place it was
obvious I could not solder this from the inside of the
cradle. I soldered it from the outside using a small
amount of solder and plenty of flux as I held it in place
and went in quickly with the soldering iron.
This was enough to secure the guard in place, only
another three to go for this wheel set. It does however
result in solder
on the outside
surface that will need to be cleaned up. However
this will also be diﬃcult to see on the finished
model as it will be hidden by the buﬀer beams and
sole bars.
I realised after soldering these in place that it was
now no longer feasible to remove the wheels.
Painting will have to happened with the wheels in
place.
Once both wheel sets where complete I returned to
the body and the attachment of the foot steps and
other parts that hang below the sole bar.
Although I placed the model on its wheels I did not

bend back the tabs that fastened the W irons as I knew i would need to remove them
again and I did not want to risk snapping these tabs oﬀ.

Steps & Brackets
Here once again there was an issue with how exactly to fold the foot
step brackets. The etches shown here are the brackets that are
designed to attach to the sole bar in etched slots in that sole bar. They
then curl around the base of the sole bar before attaching to the steps
that run the length of the vehicle. The instructions called for a bend to
support the steps. My first that was that the right angle at the end
would match the right angle of the steps themselves.
It soon became clear that these brackets could not be
bent in such a way. Looking at pictures of the prototype
again it became clear the right angle should form a V under the step and not
attached in profile. Again it was not obvious how to bend the bracket this
way. Eventually I realised it was more of a twist than a bend that was
needed.
The brackets are pushed through the sole bar and soldered from behind. In
order to gain access the wheel sets were removed.
I attached the brackets before putting the twist into the bracket as the twist
looked like it could weaken the brackets. I suspect they are vulnerable as
there are spares of these brackets on the etch.
Once the brackets were attached I replaced the
wheel as I did not want the brackets hanging
below the sole bar and risk bending them.
The footsteps were then folded and laminated
together to form steps of a scale thickness.
There are two widths of steps, the narrow set
laminate inside the wider ones.
I decided not to attach the footsteps until after
the spring and axle box casting had been added
to ensure the cutouts matched the axle box
positions.

Handrails
Now that all the other etched components had been added I decided to move onto the
delicate etched handrails. This model, as with the others in the Frogmore range, has
etches for the handrails rather than the more traditional approach of using wire to form
the handrails. The veranda door handrails where added first, soldering from the inside
using as little solder as possible as these would be visible. These are simple as that a just
a single grab rail each.
The remaining handrails are etched as a complete sets and need to be bent to form
rectangles before fitting as a single unit to the van and the veranda side.

Looking at pictures of the prototype, particularly the way the rails meet into angle irons, I
decided the best way to bend these was with the half etch to the outside. I therefore
started with the veranda end handrails and folded these, this proved somewhat harder
than I had hoped, with clean folds being diﬃcult to obtain.
A little filing of the holes was required to get the handrails to fit, but once fitted they would
soldered from behind. Again using as little older as possible as these would be visible.
Behind the buﬀer beam there is a hole
in the floor that allows access to the
rear of the bottom corner of the
handrail.
A similar procedure was undertaken
with the longer handrails, the handrails
being solder to the angle iron to fix the
long runs. Again the solder was used
sparingly as this would be visible from
the outside. The corners of the
handrails were again soldered from the
inside, this time they are not visible as
they are inside the enclosed body rather
than the open veranda.
In retrospect I think my approach was wrong and it would have been better to fold these
with the half etch line on the inside. This would also fit better with the right angle slots
etched into the van side.

Castings
Now that the brass soldering was complete on the main body it was time to add the white
metal castings. The main castings to add are the brake standard, the axle boxes and
springs and the buﬀers. There is nothing of particular note in the attachment of these.
Once the axle boxes where in place I soldered the long steps in place and also bent back
the tabs of the wheel cradles. This both held them in place and allowed the rocking set to
rock.
I have not yet attached the buﬀers as I am thinking of obtaining some suitable turned and
hopefully sprung buﬀers to replace the solid white metal castings.

The Roof
The roof requires a hole to be drilled for the smoke stack and then rolling before fitting the
smoke stack and the etched rain strips. None of this is particularly unusual in
construction, but I was left wonder the best way to fix the roof in place.
One thing I did note was that the model has no connection from the rear supporting hoop
to the body of the van. Looking at prototype pictures there is very clearly a beam that
runs under the roof for the length of the veranda. I decided this would strengthen the rear
hoop and help prevent damage. I therefore found some suitable brass angle to cut to size
to add this strengthening beam.
I am going to try my favoured method of fixing locomotive cab roofs for the brake van,
using sprung wires in the four corners of the enclosed section. Hopefully this will be
enough to hold the roof down whilst still making it possible to remove it for painting,
glazing and possible detailing of the interior.

